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Have you ever looked up into the sky and spotted a
shiny, black bird soaring above? That's probably a common
raven, a bird as clever as it is mysterious! Ravens are larger
than most other songbirds, and they're covered in sleek,
black feathers from head to tail. With their large, hooked
beaks and ruffled throat feathers, they're quite a sight to see!

Now that we know what they look like, let's check out
where these birds call home. Ravens are pretty adaptable
and can live in many different places, from cool forested
regions to hot, arid deserts. They also like both rural areas
and urban cities, making their nests high up on cliffs, trees,
or even buildings. So, whether you live in the countryside or
in the heart of a bustling city, you have a good chance of
spotting a raven!

Speaking of spotting a raven, have you ever wondered what these birds like to eat? Ravens are
omnivores, which means they eat both plants and other animals. Their diet can include fruits, seeds,
nuts, insects, worms, and even small mammals or birds! They are also known to scavenge, which
means they often eat food that other animals have left behind.

Now, let's peek into how ravens interact with the world
around them. They have a complex relationship with
humans, sometimes being seen as pests, but also admired for
their intelligence and adaptability. In the animal kingdom,
ravens are known for their playful nature and strong social
bonds, often forming lifelong pairs. So, as you can see,
common ravens are not just any bird, they're a remarkable
species that brings a lot of character and intrigue to our
world!
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Solve each problem.

Use the article to answer the question.
1) What color are a raven's feathers?

A. Black B. Grey

C. Brown D. White

2) What is the nature of ravens in the animal kingdom?
A. Aggressive and territorial B. Playful and social

C. Shy and quiet D. Lonely and serious

3) What is another name for a raven that eats food other animals have left behind?
A. Herbivore B. Predator

C. Scavenger D. Carnivore

4) What are ravens admired for?
A. Their intelligence and adaptability. B. Their nocturnal habits.

C. Their long flight distances. D. Their colorful feathers.

5) Are ravens omnivores?
A. Only some species are omnivores B. Yes

C. No, they are herbivores D. No, they are carnivores

6) What size is the common raven compared to most other songbirds?
A. Smaller B. Larger

C. The same size D. Varies greatly in size

7) What kind of diet do ravens have?
A. They are carnivores, which means

they only eat meat.
B. They are omnivores, which means

they eat both plants and other
animals.

C. They eat only fish. D. They are herbivores, which means
they only eat plants.

8) What type of beak do ravens have?
A. Curved B. Hooked

C. Sharp D. Flat

Determine if the statements is something the animal would say (W) or it it is not something
the animal would say (N).
9) "I’m a social bird. You will often find me in pairs, and sometimes even in large groups."

10) "I'm smart and can live in many different places, from forests to deserts!"

11) "I don't just eat worms and insects. I love fruits, seeds, and even small animals."

12) "Even though we look like we eat anything, we are strictly carnivores. Every mealtime is a
feast of fresh meat for us."

13) "We are bigger than most other songbirds."

14) "I nest underground, it's cooler and safe."
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15) "You can find me nesting on trees, cliffs, and even on buildings, depending on where I
live."

16) "As a matter of fact, I only eat plants. That's my secret to a long, healthy life."

17) "We are like bees, we sip nectar from flowers."

18) "We are strictly vegetarians."

Determine if the statement is a fact or opinion based on the information in the article.
19) Ravens are known to scavenge for food.

20) Ravens are the most interesting black bird because they can live in hot, arid deserts.

21) Ravens are omnivores, which means they eat both plants and other animals.

22) The fact that ravens eat both plants and other animals grosses me out.

23) Ravens are one of the largest birds in the songbird family.

24) The glossy black feathers of a raven are by far the most beautiful in the bird world.

25) Unlike most birds, ravens can mimic human speech and other sounds.

26) Ravens can be found in various environments such as forests, deserts, and cities.

27) Ravens are the best birds because they can live in both the countryside and in the heart of a
bustling city.

28) It's cool when ravens show off their intelligence by using tools.

Determine if the statement is true or false.
29) Ravens often form lifelong pairs.

30) Ravens only eat plants.

31) Ravens often scavenge for their food.

32) Ravens cannot live in hot desert regions.

33) The diet of a raven includes seeds and nuts.

34) Ravens only make nests on cliffs.

35) Ravens are smaller than most other songbirds.

36) Ravens are known to be loners.

37) Ravens are omnivores.

38) Ravens can live in both rural areas and urban cities.
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1. A

2. B

3. C

4. A

5. B

6. B

7. B

8. B

9. true

10. true

11. true

12. false

13. true

14. false

15. true

16. false

17. false

18. false

19. fact

20. opinion

21. fact

22. opinion

23. fact

24. opinion

25. fact

26. fact

27. opinion

28. opinion

29. true

30. false

31. true

32. false

33. true

34. false

35. false

36. false

37. true

38. true
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Have you ever looked up into the sky and spotted a
shiny, black bird soaring above? That's probably a common
raven, a bird as clever as it is mysterious! Ravens are larger
than most other songbirds, and they're covered in sleek,
black feathers from head to tail. With their large, hooked
beaks and ruffled throat feathers, they're quite a sight to see!

Now that we know what they look like, let's check out
where these birds call home. Ravens are pretty adaptable
and can live in many different places, from cool forested
regions to hot, arid deserts. They also like both rural areas
and urban cities, making their nests high up on cliffs, trees,
or even buildings. So, whether you live in the countryside or
in the heart of a bustling city, you have a good chance of
spotting a raven!

Speaking of spotting a raven, have you ever wondered what these birds like to eat? Ravens are
omnivores, which means they eat both plants and other animals. Their diet can include fruits, seeds,
nuts, insects, worms, and even small mammals or birds! They are also known to scavenge, which
means they often eat food that other animals have left behind.

Now, let's peek into how ravens interact with the world
around them. They have a complex relationship with
humans, sometimes being seen as pests, but also admired for
their intelligence and adaptability. In the animal kingdom,
ravens are known for their playful nature and strong social
bonds, often forming lifelong pairs. So, as you can see,
common ravens are not just any bird, they're a remarkable
species that brings a lot of character and intrigue to our
world!
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Solve each problem.

Use the article to answer the question.
1) What color are a raven's feathers?

A. Black B. Grey

C. Brown D. White

2) What is the nature of ravens in the animal kingdom?
A. Aggressive and territorial B. Playful and social

C. Shy and quiet D. Lonely and serious

3) What is another name for a raven that eats food other animals have left behind?
A. Herbivore B. Predator

C. Scavenger D. Carnivore

4) What are ravens admired for?
A. Their intelligence and adaptability. B. Their nocturnal habits.

C. Their long flight distances. D. Their colorful feathers.

5) Are ravens omnivores?
A. Only some species are omnivores B. Yes

C. No, they are herbivores D. No, they are carnivores

6) What size is the common raven compared to most other songbirds?
A. Smaller B. Larger

C. The same size D. Varies greatly in size

7) What kind of diet do ravens have?
A. They are carnivores, which means

they only eat meat.
B. They are omnivores, which means

they eat both plants and other
animals.

C. They eat only fish. D. They are herbivores, which means
they only eat plants.

8) What type of beak do ravens have?
A. Curved B. Hooked

C. Sharp D. Flat

Determine if the statements is something the animal would say (W) or it it is not something
the animal would say (N).
9) "I’m a social bird. You will often find me in pairs, and sometimes even in large groups."

10) "I'm smart and can live in many different places, from forests to deserts!"

11) "I don't just eat worms and insects. I love fruits, seeds, and even small animals."

12) "Even though we look like we eat anything, we are strictly carnivores. Every mealtime is a
feast of fresh meat for us."

13) "We are bigger than most other songbirds."

14) "I nest underground, it's cooler and safe."
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15) "You can find me nesting on trees, cliffs, and even on buildings, depending on where I
live."

16) "As a matter of fact, I only eat plants. That's my secret to a long, healthy life."

17) "We are like bees, we sip nectar from flowers."

18) "We are strictly vegetarians."

Determine if the statement is a fact or opinion based on the information in the article.
19) Ravens are known to scavenge for food.

20) Ravens are the most interesting black bird because they can live in hot, arid deserts.

21) Ravens are omnivores, which means they eat both plants and other animals.

22) The fact that ravens eat both plants and other animals grosses me out.

23) Ravens are one of the largest birds in the songbird family.

24) The glossy black feathers of a raven are by far the most beautiful in the bird world.

25) Unlike most birds, ravens can mimic human speech and other sounds.

26) Ravens can be found in various environments such as forests, deserts, and cities.

27) Ravens are the best birds because they can live in both the countryside and in the heart of a
bustling city.

28) It's cool when ravens show off their intelligence by using tools.

Determine if the statement is true or false.
29) Ravens often form lifelong pairs.

30) Ravens only eat plants.

31) Ravens often scavenge for their food.

32) Ravens cannot live in hot desert regions.

33) The diet of a raven includes seeds and nuts.

34) Ravens only make nests on cliffs.

35) Ravens are smaller than most other songbirds.

36) Ravens are known to be loners.

37) Ravens are omnivores.

38) Ravens can live in both rural areas and urban cities.

1-10 95 90 85 80 75 70 65 60 55 50
11-20 45 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0
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1. A

2. B

3. C

4. A

5. B

6. B

7. B

8. B

9. true

10. true

11. true

12. false

13. true

14. false

15. true

16. false

17. false

18. false

19. fact

20. opinion

21. fact

22. opinion

23. fact

24. opinion

25. fact

26. fact

27. opinion

28. opinion

29. true

30. false

31. true

32. false

33. true

34. false

35. false

36. false

37. true

38. true
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Solve each problem.

Use the article to answer the question.
1) What color are a raven's feathers? (paragraph 1)

A. Black B. Grey

C. D.

2) What is the nature of ravens in the animal kingdom? (paragraph 4)

A. Aggressive and territorial B. Playful and social

C. D.

3) What is another name for a raven that eats food other animals have left behind? (paragraph 3)

A. B. Predator

C. Scavenger D.

4) What are ravens admired for? (paragraph 4)

A. Their intelligence and adaptability. B. Their nocturnal habits.

C. D.

5) Are ravens omnivores? (paragraph 3)

A. Only some species are omnivores B. Yes

C. D.

6) What size is the common raven compared to most other songbirds? (paragraph 1)

A. Smaller B. Larger

C. D.

7) What kind of diet do ravens have? (paragraph 3)

A. They are carnivores, which means
they only eat meat.

B. They are omnivores, which means
they eat both plants and other
animals.

C. D.

8) What type of beak do ravens have? (paragraph 1)

A. B. Hooked

C. D.

Determine if the statements is something the animal would say (W) or it it is not something
the animal would say (N).
9) "I’m a social bird. You will often find me in pairs, and sometimes even in large groups."

(paragraph 4)

10) "I'm smart and can live in many different places, from forests to deserts!" (paragraph 2)

11) "I don't just eat worms and insects. I love fruits, seeds, and even small animals." (paragraph 3)
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12) "Even though we look like we eat anything, we are strictly carnivores. Every mealtime is a
feast of fresh meat for us." (paragraph 3)

1-10 92 83 75 67 58 50 42 33 25 17
11-12 8 0
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